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PERFORMANCE OF A FIXED GEOMDRV WIND TUNNEL MODEL 
OF AN AUXILIARY I N L U  EJECTOR WITH A CLAMSHELL 
FLOW DBVERTEW FROM M A C H  0 TO 1.2 
by Fred W. Steffen and Alber t  L. Johns 
Lewis Research Center  
SUMMARY 
A wind tunnel model of an auxiliary inlet ejector with a clamshell flow diverter was 
evaluated over a range of Mach numbers from 0 to 1.2. Two primary nozzles were 
used: the smaller one simulated a subsonic-cruise and dry-acceleration primary nozzle 
position, and the larger  one simulated a reheat-acceleration primary nozzle position. 
Other geometric variables included the shape and position of the auxiliary inlet doors 
and the position of the clamshell flow diverter. 
At subsonic-cruise power settings, fixed double-hinge door configurations gave 
higher efficiencies than fixed single-hinge door configurations. At Mach 0.9, the 
double-hinge door configuration had a maximum efficiency of 0.902, and the single-hinge 
door configuration had a maximum efficiency of 0. 882. At other power settings, door 
shape had little effect on efficiency. 
In general, the estimated efficiency which would be obtained if the doors were f ree  
to float was less  than the maximum which could be obtained if the doors were actuated t o  
the optimum position. In many instances, however, the difference in efficiency was less  
than 1 percent. 
The fixed shroud f lap position was the same a s  that of a floating flap only a t  a 
limited combination of power settings and Mach numbers. If the shroud flaps had been 
f r e e  to  move, they would have been further open than the flap geometry tested at 
subsonic-cruise power settings for all Mach numbers tested, at al l  reheat-acceleration 
power settings except a t  Mo = 0 and a t  0.85 s Mo c 0.95 with the clamshells at oO, 
and at dry-acceleration power settings for Mo 2 0.95. 
With the clamshell flow diverter at the subsonic-cruise position of 17O, pumping 
characteristics were sufficient t o  obtain a corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio of 
4 percent from a free-stream total-pressure source at al l  conditions tested except at 
Mach zero. Moving the clamshell flow diverter to 0' improved the reheat-acceleration 
nozzle efficiency but significantly reduced the pumping capability. 
INTRODUCTION 
In its current program in airbr  eathing propulsion, the Lewis Research Center 
is  evaluatiubg various exhaust nozzle concepts appropriate for supersonic-cruise appli- 
cations. It is important that these nozzles have good subsonic-cruise and transonic 
acceleration performance. One such nozzle being considered is the auxiliary ejector. 
In this nozzle type, auxiliary inlets admit a i r  from the f ree  s t ream and prevent exces- 
sive overexpansion of the primary and secondary s t reams at low nozzle pressure ratios. 
Hence, there is a reduced requirement for exit-area variation and a corresponding 
reduction in projected boattail a rea  a t  off-design and transonic speeds. If the ter t iary 
flow can be handled efficiently, an overall increase in low-pressure-ratio performance 
can be realized. The static performance of an auxiliary inlet ejector for supersonic- 
cruise aircraft  is reported in reference 1. 
This report presents the isolated performance of a wind tunnel model of an auxiliary 
inlet ejector with a clamshell flow diverter in the ejector shroud. In the fully open (or 
supersonic cruise) position, the clamshell is intended to provide a conical expansion 
surface for efficient high-pressure-ratio operation. In the partly closed (or subsonic 
cruise) position, the maximum flow area  available to the primary jet is reduced, and 
additional flow a rea  is provided for the tertiary flow around the outside of the clamshell. 
When rotated to  the fully closed position, the clamshell provides the blockage necessary 
for reverse-thrust operation. 
The tests  were made using a ser ies  of fixed-geometry hardware. Single- and 
double-hinge auxiliary inlet doors were each tested at four positions, from fully open 
to fully closed. Two primary nozzles were used; the smaller one simulated a subsonic- 
cruise and dry-acceleration primary nozzle position, and the larger  one simulated a 
reheat-acceleration primary nozzle position. For closed-door configurations using the 
small primary nozzle, the clamshells were tested in the fully open position only. For 
closed-door configurations using the large primary nozzle, the clamshells were used 
both in the fully open position and a partly closed position. For all  open-door configura- 
tions, the clamshells were partly closed. The ejector shroud used for all  tes ts  simu- 
lated a shroud with single-hinge trailing-edge flaps in a closed position. 
The tes ts  were conducted in the Lewis Research Center's 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic 
Wind Tunnel at free-stream Mach numbers from 0 to 1 . 2  and a t  nozzle pressure ratios 
appropriate t o  the simulated power settings and free-stream Mach number. Room- 
temperature air was used a s  the primary and secondary fluid. Nozzle efficiency, pump- 
ing characteristics, boattail pressure drag, door-hinge moments, and shroud flap-hinge 
moments were determined. 
APPARATUS 
Nozzle 
The wind tunnel model of the auxiliary inlet ejector is shown in figure 1, The ejec- 
tor was assembled from three basic components: a primary nozzle, an auxiliary inlet 
door section, and a shroud section containing a clamshell flow diverter. These compo- 
nents a r e  shown in figure 2. The stations shown in this and subsequent figures a r e  in 
t e rms  of inches (cm) from the support model nose. Symbols a r e  defined in appendix A. 
Also shown in figure 2 a r e  typical static-pressure-tap locations. These pressures were 
used for the calculation of door-hinge and shroud flap-hinge moments, boattail drag, 
and door drag. 
The primary nozzle, which was modeled from a General Electric J85-GE-13 
variable-area primary nozzle, is shown in figure 3. Secondary a i r  was directed through 
12 slots in a ring which simulated the primary nozzle actuator blockage. Two different 
throat a reas  were used. The smaller throat a r e a  corresponded to  an a rea  required 
during subsonic cruise and dry acceleration, while the larger a rea  corresponded t o  an 
a r e a  required during reheat acceleration. 
The auxiliary inlet door section geometry is shown in detail in figure 4. Figure 4(a) 
shows the single-hinge door geometry, and figure 4(b) shows the double-hinge door 
geometry. The 16 equally spaced doors were simulated by a continuous circular ring 
which was divided into doors by 16 equally spaced struts.  The space between each strut  
was 1 . 3  inches (3. 3 cm). Door cross-sectional flow a r e a  was considered to be the sum 
of 16 areas,  each 1. 3 inches (3.3 cm) in width, with a height measured normal to the 
door at the trailing edge of the door. For each type of door, four different door posi- 
tions, from closed to  fully open, were tested. By changing the door angle from closed 
to fully open, door cross-sectional flow a rea  was varied from 0 t o  0. 56 of the ejector 
exit area.  
The shroud section with the clamshell flow diverter is shown in figure 5. Fig- 
u re  5(a) shows the clamshell flow diverter in the oO, o r  supersonic-cruise, position. 
In this position, the clamshell formed an integral part of the 9' 7' conical ejector wall 
and extended from upstream of the secondary throat to  the 60' 11 l pa.rting line indicated 
in figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) shows the clamshell flow diverter in the 17O, or  subsonic- 
cruise, position. For closed-door configurations using the small  primary nozzle, the 
diverter was tested at 0' only. For closed-door configurations using the large primary 
nozzle, the diverter was tested a t  both 0' and 17'. For all open-door configurations, 
the diverter was tested at 17' only. 
The downstream end of the shroud simulated a section comprised of single-hinge 
trailing-edge flaps. The fixed-geometry section used during these tests  represented a 
fully closed flap position. 
Test Facility and Instrumentation 
A schematic view of the wind tunnel support model and instrumentation is shown in 
figure 6. The cylindrical portion of the model was 8. 5 inches (21.6 cm) in diameter. 
The model mounting strut,  which contained the a i r  supply tubes and the instrumentation 
lines, was 1.75 inches (4 .43  cm) thick, with 5' half-angle leading and trailing edges. 
The boundary-layer characteristics a t  the aft end of the support model a r e  contained in 
reference 2. Momentum thickness varied from 0.0221 diameter at Mach 0.56 to  
0.0184 diameter at Mach 1.19. A load cell  was used to measure the net force on the 
f r e e  parts  of the system. 
A more detailed view of the instrumentation at the primary nozzle inlet station is 
shown in figure 7. Typical total-pressure profiles measured at this station a r e  shown 
in figure 8. The secondary total pressure was measured somewhat further downstream 
at a station within the simulated primary nozzle actuator mechanism, a s  indicated in 
figure 2. 
The necessary measurements and equations used to calculate the measured gross 
thrust minus drag, a s  well a s  the ideal gross thrust of a nozzle installed on this support 
model, a r e  given in reference 3. These equations require a value for the flow coeffi- 
cient CD of the primary nozzle. The coefficients for the primary nozzles were ob- 
tained from unreported data where flow was measured with a calibrated ASME sharp- 
edge orif ice in the primary a i r  supply line. The flow coefficients obtained in this 
manner and used to obtain the efficiencies reported herein were 0.977 for the small  pri- 
mary nozzle and 0.985 for the large primary nozzle. 
PROCEDURE 
Figure 9 is a plot of nozzle pressure ratio p7/p0 as a function of flight Mach 
number, for a typical ,supersonic-cruise turbojet nozzle installation. This schedule 
was used a s  a guide for setting pressure ratio over the range of Mach numbers from 
0 to  1.2 for each power setting. At each Mach number, data were taken at several pres- 
s u r e  ratios around the values shown in figure 9 at a nominal value of corrected 
secondary-weight-flow ratio. Also, at the particular pressure ratio shown in figure 9 
for a Mach number and power setting, data were taken over a range of corrected 
secondary-weight-flow ratios from 0 to 0.15. The basic data, consisting of gross-thrust 
coefficients and pumping characteristics,  a r e  presented in appendix B. These data were 
used in conjunction with the pressure ratio - Mach number schedule of figure 9 to  pre- 
sent the nozzle performance in the following section, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION 
Single- and Double-Hinge Door Comparison 
The maximum nozzle efficiencies obtained with the single- and double-hinge door 
configurations a r e  shown in figure 10 as a function of free-stream Mach number. The 
double-hinge door configuration was more efficient a t  subsonic-cruise power settings 
(fig. 10(a)), particularly a t  Mach numbers of 0.85 and 0.9. At Mach 0.9, the double- 
hinge door configuration had an efficiency of 0.902, as opposed to 0.882 for the single- 
hinge door configuration. At dry-acceleration power settings (fig. 10(b)), there was 
little effect of door shape on nozzle efficiency. At Mach 0.9, the double-hinge door con- 
figuration had an  efficiency of 0.932, and the single-hinge door configuration an effi- 
ciency of 0.924. At reheat-acceleration power settings (fig. 10(c)), there was again 
little effect of door shape on nozzle efficiency. At reheat-acceleration power settings 
above Mach 0.85, the maximum efficiency was obtained with closed doors (so that door 
shape was unimportant) and with the clamshell flow diverter se t  a t  0'. Moving the clam- 
shell flow diverter from 17' to  0' increased the efficiency from 0.922 t o  0.944 at 
Mach 1.0. 
Maximum and Equil ibrium Door Performance 
In figures 11(a) t o  (c), the performance obtained with the single-hinge doors se t  a t  
the maximum efficiency position is compared to the interpolated performance obtained 
with the single-hinge doors a t  a calculated floating equilibrium position. Nozzle effi- 
ciency, door position, and the required ratio of secondary total pressure to  free-stream 
total pressure for the specified corrected secondary-weight-flow rat io a r e  presented a s  
a function of free-stream Mach number. 
Figure ll(a-1) shows the subsonic-cruise nozzle efficiency with the doors in the 
equilibrium position to be  only slightly less  than maximum between Mach numbers of 
0.85 and 0.95. The equilibrium door angle (fig. 1l(a-2)) was less  (more closed) than 
the door angle for maximum efficiency. Comparison of the Ps/PO curves for the ejec- 
tor  (fig. ll(a-3)) with a curve of pO/PO shows that Ps is approximately equal to p0 
as a result of the open doors. The tailed symbols and curves in this and subsequent 
figures signify that the limited static-pressure instrumentation indicated that an opening 
moment was acting on the shroud flaps. Thus, the equilibrium position of the doors 
might be different if the flaps were capable of moving to their equilibrium position. 
Figure Il(b) shows the dry-acceleration performance of the ejector with the single- 
hinge doors. Between Mach numbers of 0.7 and 0,9, the nozzle efficiency (fig. 11(b-1)) 
with the doors in the calculated equilibrium position was only slightly less  than maxi- 
mum (0. 8 percent at Mach 0.85). The equilibrium position of the door (fig. ll(a-2)) was 
equal to  o r  less  than the door position for maximum efficiency. At Mach numbers of 
0, 0. 9, and 0. 95, the equilibrium door position resulted in maximum efficiency. At 
Mach 0, the secondary total pressure required to obtain a 4-percent corrected 
secondary-weight-flow ratio w fl (fig. ll(b-3)) exceeded the ambient pressure. At 
Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.0, secondary pressure recoveries from 0.86 to 0.66 were  
required for w \/i = 0.04. Secondary total pressures required for w \/; = 0.04 were  
greater  than po. Below Mach 0.95, the shroud flaps would have been in the position 
tested (assuming this t o  be the inner-stop position). 
The reheat-acceleration performance of the ejector with the single-hinge doors is 
shown in figure l l (c) .  From Mach 0.7 to 0.85, the nozzle efficiency with the doors in 
an equilibrium position (fig. 11(c-1)) was essentially equal to the maximum efficiency, 
even though the difference in door position was a s  much a s  10' (fig. 11 (c-2)). Above 
Mach 0.85, the clamshell must be  set  at 0' to  obtain maximum efficiency. However, the 
required secondary total-pressure recovery for 4-percent corrected secondary-weight- 
flow ratio exceeded 100 percent when this was done. This was aggravated by the in- 
crease  in ejector spacing ratio a t  reheat conditions, which was required to simulate a 
translating iris primary nozzle. Other data at Mach 1.2 indicated that a corrected 
secondary-weight-flow ratio of 0.02 could be obtained with a recovery of 82 percent and 
the reduction in efficiency would amount to  only 0. 3 percent. 
For most of the data shown in figure l l (c) ,  an opening moment acts  on the shroud 
flap. Thus, it should again be  recognized that the equilibrium door position might b e  
different if the flaps were  capable of moving to an equilibrium position. 
Figures 12(a) to  (c) show the performance of the ejector with double-hinge doors. 
The method of estimating the floating position of these double-hinge doors is given in 
appendix C. Again, performance with the doors set  at the maximum efficiency position 
is compared to the performance with the doors at the estimated equilibrium position. 
At subsonic cruise (fig. 12 (a)), there was a larger difference between maximum effi- 
ciency and equilibrium efficiency than there was for the single-hinge doors a t  Mach 
numbers of 0.85 and 0.90. Otherwise, the double-hinge door performance exhibited the 
same general trends a s  the single-hinge door performance. 
A general trend noted in figures I 1  and 12 is that with the doors in the position for 
maximum efficiency, the seeondary total pressure was equal t o  o r  greater  than the 
seeondary total pressure with the doors in an equilibrium position. This indicate that 
part of the improvement in nozzle efficiency resulted from increased pressures in the 
primary nozzle base region. 
Performance Variation With Door Angle and Secondary Flow 
Some typical effects of auxiliary inlet door angle for both single- and double-hinge 
configurations 'are shown in figures 13 and 14. The nozzle efficiencies were generally 
more  sensitive t o  door-angle variations when the nozzle flow tended to be  most over- 
expanded (subsonic-cruise o r  dry-acceleration power settings at low Mach numbers, 
figs. 13(a) and (b) , and 14(a) and (b)) and when the nozzle flow was almost fully expanded 
(reheat-acceleration power setting at Mach I. 2, figs. 13(c) and 14(c)). The rat io of 
secondary total pressure to free-stream total pressure required for a specified cor- 
rected secondary-weight-flow ratio was rather insensitive to, but generally increased 
with, door angle. An exception to  this general trend occurred with a reheat-acceleration 
power setting at the higher nozzle pressure ratios. At these conditions (when the pri- 
mary  flow is  almost fully expanded and pressure forces would tend to  close the doors), 
opening the doors may provide an overboard flow path for the secondary flow and thus 
reduce the secondary pressures with an accompanying loss in performance. 
The effect of corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio on nozzle performance is shown 
in figure 15(a) for single-hinge doors and in figure 15@) for double-hinge doors. The 
data a r e  shown for typical open-door configurations a t  Mach 0 .9  a t  two levels of pres- 
s u r e  ratio. At the lower (subsonic cruise) pressure ratio, where the nozzle was more  
overexpanded, the efficiency dropped sharply for secondary flow ratios less  than 0.05. 
Peak efficiency occurred at a corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio of about 0.10. A 
rat io of secondary total pressure to free-stream total pressure of 0.7 would be  re- 
quired to  supply the secondary flow. At the higher (dry acceleration) pressure ratio, 
the efficiency was less  sensitive to corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio. The effi- 
ciency reached a value close to maximum at  a corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio of 
about 0.04. A ratio of secondary total pressure to  free-stream total pressure of 0.7 
was required to supply the secondary flow. It should be  pointed out that the flat effi- 
ciency curve is probably characteristic only of a fixed open-door configuration and that 
the efficiency might be more sensitive to secondary flow if the door were less  open o r  
f r e e  to  float. I) 
The door-hinge moment coefficients per inch of hinge a r e  shown in figure 16(a) as 
a function of door angle for the single-hinge doors. These curves were used to 
estimate the equilibrium position of the single-hinge doors, The data were obtained 
from a single row of static-pressure taps on the outer surface of a door at 8 = 157. 5' 
and from a single row of static-pressure taps on the internal surface of a door at 
B = 0'. Thus, the instrumented doors were close to the hubs of the clamshells and may 
not be representative of al l  doors around the circumferenee. For subsonic cruise and 
dry acceleration (figs. 16(a-1) and (a-2)), the curves generally have negative slopes, 
indicating that the doors were statically stable. Stable equilibrium would occur at the 
door angles at which the curves cross the abscissa (i. e . ,  Cm = 0). For reheat accel- 
eration (fig. 16(a-3)) at Mach numbers above 0.7 and with the clamshells a t  17') the 
moment coefficient curves have positive slopes below door angles of lo0, thereby indi- 
cating static instability. Also, the moment coefficients were negative for all door posi- 
tions. Thus, during reheat acceleration, the doors would close a t  a Mach number be- 
tween 0. '? and 0.85 and would stay closed at higher Mach numbers. It is also shown that 
with the doors at oO, moving the clamshells from 17' to 0' causes a greater negative 
door moment. 
The hinge-moment coefficients for the double-hinge doors a r e  shown in figure 16(b). 
Hinge-moment coefficients about the upstream hinge a r e  presented. The assumed 
mechanism and the equations used to obtain the moments about the upstream hinge a r e  
explained in appendix C. The double-hinge doors appeared to behave in the same 
manner a s  the single-hinge doors except that at reheat acceleration (fig. 16(b-3)) the 
doors would close at a lower Mach number, between 0.6 and 0.7. 
Pressure Drag 
The boattail pressure drag is shown for the single-hinge door configuration in fig- 
ure  17(a) and for the double-hinge door configurations in figure 17(b). The boattail 
pressure drag was obtained from a single row of 10 static-pressure taps located behind 
a door at 0 = 180'. These figures show that boattail drag was a significant percentage 
of ideal thrust at subsonic-cruise Mach numbers of 0.7, 0. 85, and 0 .9  only when the 
doors were closed. With the doors in their normally open subsonic- cruise position, 
the boattail drag almost disappears. High boattail pressure drags a r e  shown a t  other 
power settings at Mach numbers of 0.95 and greater because of the closed trailing-edge 
flap section used on all the configurations. 
The boattail pressure drag is compared to  the pressure drag from the external sur-  
face of the auxiliary inlet doors in figure 18. The comparison is made at a subsonic- 
cruise power setting and Mach 0.9. For the single-hinge doors (fig. 18(a)), the pres- 
su re  drag of the doors was greater than from the 9' 34' boattail, particularly a t  a door 
angle of 20'. For the double-hinge doors (fig. 1 8(b)), the pressure drag of the doors 
was slightly less  than that from the boattail. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A fked-geometry wind tunnel model of an auxiliary inlet ejector with a clamshell  
flow diverter was evaluated over a range of Mach numbers from 0 to 1.2, Two primary 
nozzles were used: the smaller one simulated a subsonic-cruise and dry-acceleration 
primary nozzle position, and the larger  one simulated a reheat-accelerat ion primary 
nozzle position. Other geometric variables included the shape and position of the a m -  
iliary inlet doors and the position of the clamshell flow diverter. Room-temperature 
a i r  was used as the primary and secondary fluid. Nozzle efficiency, gross-thrust coef- 
ficients, pumping characteristics, boattail pressure drag, door- hinge moments, and 
shroud flap-hinge moments were determined. The results were a s  follows: 
1. At subsonic-cruise power settings, with the clamshell flow diverted a t  17O, the 
double-hinge door configurations had higher maximum efficiency. At Mach 0.9, the  
double-hinge door configuration had a maximum efficiency of 0.902, and the single-hinge 
door configuration had a maximum efficiency of 0. 882. 
2. At dry-acceleration power settings, with the clamshell flow diverter a t  17', the 
nozzle efficiencies of the double- and single- hinge door configurations were  nearly 
equal. At Mach 0.9, the double-hinge door configuration had a maximum efficiency of 
0.932, and the single-hinge door configuration had a maximum efficiency of 0.924. 
3. At reheat-acceleration power settings, with the clamshell flow diverter a t  17O, 
there was little difference in nozzle efficiency between the double- and single-hinge door 
configurations. Above Mach 0.85, the optimum door position was closed, and thus door 
shape would not affect nozzle efficiency. The lowest value of efficiency was 0.944, 
occurring at Mach 1.0. 
4. At reheat-acceleration power settings, moving the clamshell from 17' to 0' with 
the doors closed improved the efficiency. At Mach 1.2, the efficiency increased from 
0.917 to  0.950. 
5. Except a t  a free-stream Mach number of 0, al l  configurations tested with the 
clamshell at 17' appeared to be  able to  pump at least $-percent corrected secondary 
flow from a free-stream source at al l  power settings. However, at a reheat- 
acceleration power setting with the clamshell at 0' and the doors closed, only about 
2-percent corrected secondary flow could be  obtained from a free-stream source. If 
such a reduction in cooling flow could b e  tolerated, the efficiency would be  reduced by 
only 0 .3  percent. 
6. With the shroud flap fixed in the position tested, the equilibrium position of the 
doors was generally not the position for maximum performance. With the single-hinge 
door configurations, for example, this difference in nozzle efficiency was 0. 8 percent 
a t  a Mach number of 0.85 for both subsonic-cruise and dry-acceleration power settings. 
7. If the shroud flaps had been f ree  to move, they would have been further open at 
subsonic-cruise and reheat-acceleration power settings. At dry-acceleration power 
settings, up to Mach 0.95, the flaps would have been closed against inner stops at the 
fixed-flap position. 
8. The doors, both single and double hinge, appeared to  be statically stable during 
subsonic cruise and dry acceleration. During reheat acceleration, at Mach numbers 
above 0.7, the doors appeared to be statically unstable between door angles of 0' and 
and 10'. 
9. Opening the doors significantly reduced the subsonic-cruise boattail drag a t  
Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.85, and 0.9. 
10. With a subsonic-cruise power setting a t  Mach 0.9, the pressure drag loss of the 
single-hinge doors was greater than the boattail pressure drag loss. At the same con- 
ditions, the pressure drag loss of the double-hinge doors was slightly l e s s  than the boat- 
tail  pressure drag loss. 
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APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
total radius area  R 
local radius simulated nacelle a rea  r 
primary nozzle flow T 
coefficient W 
total temperature 
weight-flow rate 
door-hinge moment CY 
coefficient per 
inch of hinge, P 
m/ (Am (dm ax /2) (P,) G I  7 B2 
drag 8 
flap angle 
boattail angle 
door angles 
angular coordinate, 
measured clockwise 
from the top while 
looking upstream 
pressure drag 
diameter 
model diameter (equiv- 7 
alent to simulated 
temperature ratio, 
%ITp 
nacelle diameter) 
0 
shroud- exit diameter 
weight-flow ratio, 
primary nozzle Subscripts: 
diameter 
E exit 
ideal 
local 
primary 
secondary station within 
simulated actuator 
mechanism 
free  stream 
inlet to primary nozzle 
internal shroud 
i diameter 
jet thrust L 
forces acting on door P 
ejector shroud length S 
length 
Mach number 0 
moment 7 
total pressure. 
static pressure 
APPENDIX B 
BASIC PERFORMANCE DATA 
The basic performance data for all  configurations a r e  presented a s  a function of 
nozzle pressure ratio in figure 19. Nozzle gross-thrust coefficient and secondary- to 
primary-total-pressure ratios a r e  presented for a nominal value of corrected secondary- 
weight-flow ratio. The basic performance data for the closed-door configurations a r e  
shown a s  a function of corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio in figure 20. Nozzle 
gross-thrust coefficient and secondary- to pr irnary-total-pressure ratio a r e  presented 
for values of Mach number and pressure ratio a s  obtained from figure 9. 
APPENDIX C 
DOUBLE-HINGE BOOR HINGE-MOMENT ANALYSIS 
To obtain the hinge moment about the upstream hinge of a double-hinge door, the 
fixed door was assumed to  have the mechanism shown in figure 21. This mechanism, 
with l4 = 2L6 would give a door-angle ratio 61/62 of approximately 2.0. 
Considering the downstream door a s  a f ree  body in equilibrium, the sum of the 
forces and moments about X would be equal to 0. The equations to  determine the total 
hinge moment a t  Z a r e  a s  follows: 
Fl sin 62 + P 2 sin cp2 - F3 sin gDl = 0 (62) 
In these equations, F is considered a s  the equilibrant; ?j2, q2, and L 2  a r e  known 3 
constants for any particular door setting; F1 and L1 a r e  determined from integrations 
of measured pressure distributions on the inner and outer surfaces of the r e a r  door; 
F2 is the reaction of the pin Y against the side of the slot and must be normal to the 
side of the slot; F2, cp3, and F3 can be determined from the solution of equation (C1) 
and the simultaneous solution of equations (C2) and (C3), and 
F sin 62 + F2 s in  q2 
q1 = tan -1 1 
F1 cos 62 + Fa cos v2 
F1 sin G 2  + F2 sin cp 
F, = 2 
3 sin q1 
Then the moment about Z due to  the forces on the r ea r  door is 
m = F 2 - F L cos q3 = FQlq cos(ql - 62) F-R 3 3 -  3 4  
where F3 is the resultant of F1 and F a ,  and F a  and L 4  a r e  known constants for  any 
particular door setting. The total moment about Z is then 
where F4 and 1 a r e  obtained from integrations of measured pressure distribution on 
the inner and outer surfaces of the upstream door. 
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Figure 1. -Auxiliary inlet ejector with clamshell flow diverter installed on 
wind tunnel support model. 
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Figure 2. -Aux i l i a ry  in le t  ejector with clamshell flow diverter. (Stations are i n  inches (cm).) 
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Figure 4. - Door geometry. (Stations and dimensions are i n  inches (cm). 
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Figure 10. - Effect of door shape on maximum nozzle efficiency. Cor- 
rected secondary-weight-flow ratio, w f i  = 0.04. 
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Figure 13. - Effect of door position on performance of ejector wlth single-hinge doors. Clamshell at 17"; corrected 
secondary-weight-flow ratio, w f i  = 0.04. 
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Figure 14. - Effect of door position on performance of ejector with double-hinge doors. clamshell at 17"; corrected 
secondary-weight-flow ratio, w 6 =  0.04. 
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Figure 15. -Effect of corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio o n  performance of typical single- and double-hinge open-door configurations at Mach 0.90. 
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F igure 16. - Door hinge-moment coefficients. Corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio, w&= 0.04. 
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Figure 17. - Boattail pressure drag. Corrected secondary-weight- 
flow ratio, w f i  = 0.04. 
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Figure 18. - Door and ba t t a i l  pressure 
drag. Subsonic cruise; free-stream 
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Figure 19. - Basic performance data as funct ion of nozzle pressure ratio. 
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Figure 20. - Concluded. 
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Figure 21. -Assumed mechanism for double-hinge-door analysis. 
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